
Our new product will entertain your 
visitors - in a completely new way!

NEW!

Mission Rooms



Our Mission Rooms challenges players on different levels. The Quiz challenge the players basic knowledge and quick thinking!

A product designed together with you
 
The facility is decided and designed together with you - our 
customer. 

The great advantage of this product is that it is fully 
automated. Each room resets itself after use and is ready 
for the next group of players to enter for a new challenge. 
This advantage gives you a safe operational security for your 
facility with minimum staff requirement.
 
Every facility is unique. We design and plan the facility based 
on your specific needs and wishes. You can choose from our 
recommended range of Mission Rooms or you can provide 
your own ideas and preferences for room designs and sizes. 
You can also choose your preferred room sequence and a 
themed corridor design.

Our product can be playable 24/7, all year round, giving you 
maximum income potential and profitability!



The entertainment concept City Games in  
Örnsköldsvik, with bowling as the main activity, 
now also has a unique 200 sqm Mission Rooms 
facility, with 14 challenging rooms.  

A great new offer with a memorable, fun and 
fast-paced activity for their visitors!

Our new product is now also available  
at City Games in Sweden!



Take on the challenge and join the Quest 

Quest is a thrilling and challenging mission-room
product, created for all age groups!

The big advantage of this product is that it is fully 
automated. Each Quest room re-sets itself after 
use, and is ready for the next players to enter. 
This offers you operational reliability throughout 
your facility with a minimum of staffing.

On arrival, each group of players is issued with 
a registered wristband. This wristband serves as 
the entry key for every room in a Quest mission.

As players progress through the rooms, they 
can monitor their scores on screens located in 
the custom-designed corridors. 

Does it take team work or individual brilliance to 
win? Players need a combination of both! All Quest 
Mission Rooms are pre-tested to the limit in our 
factory to guarantee the highest levels of player 
enjoyment and achievement. Most visitors don’t 
want to leave before they have repeatedly 
tried various challenges to achieve the highest 
scores possible.

Who conquers the Mission Rooms?Who conquers the Mission Rooms?
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Easy to operate - Easy to play



Laser Lights Out

MagnetBasketball

Examples of Mission Rooms

Small requirements - Big possibilities
The product can be adjusted and design to also suit even the smallest of areas. The standard facility of 
circa 200 sqm with corridors connecting the rooms does not have to be the only option and possibility.

We can also adjust and fit the concept into smaller areas with the Mission Rooms different challenges 
customized into one single room.



Examples of Mission Rooms

The Mission Rooms Collection

A full size Quest facility can be designed in many different ways 
and the themes can be customized. 

The standardised Quest facility at the top layout below was 
completed during spring 2023.  It comprise 14 rooms in total and 
covers a floor area of around 200 m2.

The corridors that connect the rooms at City Games in 
Örnsköldsvik highlight several local attractions and Northern 
phenomenon, such as the beautiful northern lights.

Want to know more?Want to know more?                                                       
https://www.citygolf.com/products/quest/https://www.citygolf.com/products/quest/ @mission_rooms@mission_rooms



Step 1: Contact us directly or request information on our website.

Step 2: In the next step, we will send you a checklist of questions to fill in. Based 
            on the information you provide, we will create customized drawings with 
            a presentation of your Mission Rooms facility. 
            If you then have any comments on our initial proposal, we will then make 
            changes to the drawings and presentation based on your feedback until 
            you are satisfied.

Step 3: If all parties finally agree to proceed, we will send you a draft agreement       
            for you to read trough and sign.

Step 4: Let the Quest begin!

+46 (0)660-513 00         sales@citygolf.com  

Easy to operate - Easy to playEasy to operate - Easy to play

Contact us today for more information 
about our Quest Mission Rooms!

The processThe process


